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vides a secure Way to identify, authenticate, verify, and
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key management innovations further include secure enroll
ment of users With a registration authority, as Well as creden
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tial checking and revocation With a certi?cate authority,

Where the registration authority and/or certi?cate authority
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can be part of the same system as a trusted authority for
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quantum key distribution.
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Figure 1
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Figure 4
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QUANTUM KEY MANAGEMENT

times set/measure the quantum-state-encoded information in
different Ways. Thus, after exchanging information in quan

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED
APPLICATION

tum states, the transmitter and receiver compare their records
of hoW the quantum states Were set and measured. For this

[0001] The present application claims the bene?t of US.
Provisional Patent Application No. 61/541 ,901, ?led Sep. 30,
2011, entitled “QUANTUM PUBLIC KEY CRYPTOGRA
PHY,” the disclosure of Which is hereby incorporated by
reference.
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[0002] This invention Was made With government support
under Contract No. DE-AC52-06NA25396 aWarded by the

comparison, the transmitter and receiver exchange informa
tion over a public channel. Then, the transmitter and receiver
produce a shared series of bits (keys) from the encoded infor
mation for Which quantum states Were set and measured in the
same Way by the transmitter and receiver.
[0007] For the bases and states shoWn in Table 1, for
example, the receiver selects a basis (rectilinear or diagonal),
measures the polariZation state in the selected basis, and
records the measured bit value and measuring basis. No pos
sible measuring basis can distinguish all four states, so the
receiver essentially guesses either rectilinear or diagonal. If

US. Department of Energy. The government has certain
rights in the invention.

the measuring basis happens to match the sending basis, the

BACKGROUND

measured bit value is as likely to be correct as incorrect. For

[0003] In quantum communication, tWo parties exchange

example, if the sending basis is diagonal for the bit value 0
(polarization state of 45°) but the measuring basis is rectilin
ear, the measured bit values of 0 (90°) and 1 (0°) are equally
likely. The transmitter and receiver compare the sending basis
and measuring basis for a given photon, and keep the bit value
for a photon if the sending basis and measuring basis match.

receiver should measure the correct bit value. If the measur

ing basis does not match the sending basis, hoWever, the

information encoded in quantum states. Typically, the quan
tum states are specially de?ned properties of photons such as
pairs of polariZation states (e.g., 0° and 90°, or 45° and 135°)
or circular basis states (e.g., left-handedness and right-hand

edness). Through the quantum communication (“QC”), the
tWo parties produce a shared random series of bits knoWn
only to them, Which can then be used as secret keys in sub

sequent encryption and decryption of messages. The process

of producing such keys through QC is also called quantum
key distribution (“QKD”).
[0004] A third party can, in theory, eavesdrop on the QC
betWeen the tWo parties. Such eavesdropping perturbs the
QC, hoWever, introducing anomalies that the tWo intended
parties can detect. Using conventional communication, the
tWo parties post-process the results of the QC to remove any

partial information acquired by an eavesdropper, and form
shared secret keys from the remaining information resulting
from the QC.
[0005] For example, according to one general approach to
QKD, a transmitter sets the quantum state of binary informa
tion, makes a record of hoW it set the quantum state, and
transmits the information. Table 1 shoWs an example of quan
tum states and bases for different polarizations of photons.
For the bases and states shoWn in Table 1, the transmitter
selects a basis (rectilinear or diagonal), sets the polariZation
state for a photon in the selected basis, and records the bit

value (0 or 1), the selected sending basis and the time of
transmission.

Fxamnle bases and quantum states.

[0006]

0

Rectilinear (+)

90°

Diagonal (x)

45°

basis are found to match, the transmitter and receiver compare

parity values. The parity values should match exactly, if the
system is appropriately tuned and free from imperfections in
transmission and reception. Eavesdropping introduces
noticeable discrepancies in the bit values, Which alloWs the
transmitter and receiver to detect the eavesdropping, correct
the keys, and establish an upper limit on the eavesdropper’s

partial information.
[0009] An error-free bit string shared by the transmitter and
receiver can then be privacy-ampli?ed (e.g., by hashing With
a hashing function) to reduce its length. (Or, bits can simply
be dropped, but this lacks advantages of privacy ampli?ca
tion.) The ?nal length of the shared bit string can depend on
the number of errors detected. Shortening the shared bit string

With privacy ampli?cation reduces knoWledge an eavesdrop
per might have to an arbitrarily loW levelitypically, much
less than a single bit.

[0010] Other approaches to QC exploit other quantum
properties (e.g., quantum entanglement) to exchange infor

TABLE 1

Basis

[0008] If an eavesdropper intercepts and measures a pho
ton, the measurement perturbs the quantum state of the pho
ton. The eavesdropper can only guess the original sending
basis When it re-encodes and re-transmits the photon to the
intended destination. At the time of measurement by the
receiver, the eavesdropping is not detected. Instead, for sub
sets of the bit values for Which sending basis and measuring

mation encoded in quantum states. In addition, techniques
such as privacy ampli?cation can be used to eliminate the

1

partial information that an eavesdropper can acquire. Tech
0°

135° (or —45°)

A receiver receives the binary information, mea

niques such as information reconciliation can be used to

resolve small discrepancies in the shared bit values of the
transmitter and receiver.
[0011] The theoretical frameWork for QC has been estab

sures the quantum state of the information and makes a record

lished for over 25 years, and its advantages in terms of secu

of hoW it measured the quantum state. The measured state

rity of keys are Well accepted. Over the past tWo decades,

depends on hoW the receiver performs the measurement (e. g.,
With measuring basis of rectilinear or diagonal). The trans
mitter and receiver are expected to record different bit values

more reliable, easier to maintain (e.g., self-tuning, self

in some instances because the transmitter and receiver at

security solutions, QKD system have tended to be expensive

implementations of QKD systems have become cheaper,
checking), and easier to use. Even so, compared to other
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and dif?cult to deploy. A typical QKD system is large and
operates only in point-to-point mode over a ?ber connection
between transmitter and receiver. Several commercially

available QKD systems perform QKD only over point-to
point links, are not portable, and require a dedicated ?ber
connection. Moreover, their QC cannot co-exist With netWork

ture keys, and the veri?cation information is a signature veri
?cation key of a Merkle hash tree, the Merkle hash tree having
the signature veri?cation key as its root node value. Or, the
veri?cation information uses another hash-based signature
scheme.
[0016] The entity can be a user device, Which generates

tra?ic. Smaller footprint, less expensive devices for QKD

digital signature keys and transmits the veri?cation informa

have recently been developed, Which can engage in QC over

tion to a system that implements a registration authority. The

the same channel as regular netWork traf?c, and Which can be

system that implements the registration authority is typically

used in conjunction With protocols for secure multi-party

the system that implements the trusted authority, but can be a

communication. These advances may help QKD gain a com
mercial foothold. Such QKD devices and technologies are not

different system in secure communication (more generally,
has a trust relationship) With the system that implements the
trusted authority. Or, the entity can be the registration author

integrated With existing architectures for public key infra
structure, hoWever, Which may hinder their adoption.

ity, Which generates digital signature keys and transmits the

[0012] A Public Key Infrastructure (“PKI”) is a set of hard
Ware, softWare, people, policies, and procedures used to cre
ate, manage, distribute, use, store, and revoke digital certi?
cates. PKI is one of the fundamental building blocks of
security on the Internet, and is used extensively for commer

veri?cation information to one of the user devices. Or, the

tion.
[0017]

cial sales, banking, communications and military systems. In

herein an identity or certi?cation is asserted in an environ

a PKI, public keys are associated With user identities by
means of a certi?cate authority. A user identity is unique

ment With multiple user devices and a system that implements
a trusted authority, Which manages QKD in the environment.

Within each certi?cate authority domain. Through a registra
tion and issuance process, a certi?cate authority binds public
keys With user identities, respectively. Depending on the level
of assurance the binding has, the registration and issuance

message With a digital signature and transmits the message

registration authority and each of the user devices can gener

ate digital signature keys and transmit veri?cation informa
According to a second set of innovations described

An entity (e.g., user device, certi?cate authority) signs a

and the digital signature for the message. For example, the
message and the digital signature are transmitted to a ?rst user

process may be carried out by softWare at a certi?cate author

device by a system that implements a certi?cate authority,

ity or under human supervision. The registration authority is

Where the mes sage is a non- secret key of a second user device.

the entity in the PKI Whose role is to assure and validate the

The certi?cate authority is typically the trusted authority, but
alternatively the system that implements the certi?cate

binding. For a given user, the user identity, the public key,
their binding, validity conditions and other attributes are

made unforgeable in public key certi?cates issued by the
certi?cate authority. Establishing a PKI and populating the
user identities, public keys, certi?cates, etc. can involve con
siderable cost and effort, as Well as the establishment of

appropriate standards.
[0013] Current PKI systems typically use asymmetric
cryptographic protocols such as RSA, El Gamal, elliptic
curve cryptography and Dif?e-Hellman for digital signatures
and key exchange. These methods for digital signatures and
key exchange are vulnerable to future advances that exploit
increased computing poWer (e.g., a future quantum computer
running Shor’s algorithm) or ?aWs discovered in key genera
tion algorithms. Even though such threats have not yet mate
rialiZed, their possibility cannot be ruled out, Which shoWs a
potential retroactive vulnerability in today’s secure commu
nications.
SUMMARY

[0014] Innovations described herein provide methods for
digital signatures and key distribution that can be integrated
With various PKI architectures. Such innovations incorporate
quantum communication and quantum key distribution, so
they are resistant to future advances that exploit increased
computing poWer or ?aWs discovered in conventional key

generation algorithms.
[0015]

According to a ?rst set of innovations described

herein, digital signature information is established in an envi
ronment With multiple user devices and a system that imple
ments a trusted authority, Which manages QKD in the envi
ronment. An entity generates one or more digital signature
keys and transmits veri?cation information for the one or
more digital signature keys. For example, the one or more

digital signature keys are WintemitZ one-time digital signa

authority can be a different system in secure communication

(more generally, has a trust relationship) With the system that
implements the trusted authority. Or, a ?rst user device per
forms the signing and the transmitting, and the message and
the digital signature are transmitted to second user device.
[0018] According to a third set of innovations described
herein, an identity or certi?cation is veri?ed in an environ
ment With multiple user devices and a system that implements

a trusted authority, Which manages QKD in the environment.
An entity (e.g., user device, certi?cate authority) receives a
message and a digital signature for the message, and the entity
checks the digital signature. For example, a user device per

forms the receiving and the checking, using veri?cation infor
mation received from a system that implements a certi?cate
authority to check identi?cation of or certi?cation by the

certi?cate authority for the digital signature for the message.
The certi?cate authority is typically the trusted authority, but
the roles can alternatively be implemented in separate sys
tems in secure communication (more generally, having a trust

relationship).
[0019] According to a fourth set of innovations described
herein, a certi?cate authority veri?es credentials in an envi
ronment With multiple user devices and a system that imple
ments a trusted authority, Which manages QKD in the envi
ronment. The certi?cate authority receives a request, from a
?rst user device, for information regarding a second user
device. For example, the information is a non-secret key or

veri?cation information. The certi?cate authority checks the
status of credentials for the second user device. If the status of
credentials for the second user device satis?es one or more

evaluation criteria (e. g., not revoked), the certi?cate authority
transmits the information to the ?rst user device.

[0020] The foregoing and other objects, features, and
advantages of the invention Will become more apparent from
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the following detailed description, which proceeds with ref

authority functions of a PKI, including enrollment, signing of

erence to the accompanying ?gures.

users’ non-secret keys that are used to form shared secret

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0021] FIGS. 1, 2 and 3 are diagrams of example operating
environments in which keys are acquired through QKD, dis
seminated, and used for encryption, authentication and access
control.
[0022] FIG. 4 is a block diagram of a mobile device that
incorporates a QC card in some embodiments.
[0023] FIG. 5 is a block diagram ofan example computing
system in which some described embodiments can be imple
mented.
[0024] FIG. 6 is a diagram illustrating an example protocol
that includes QKD between a trusted authority and one or
more user devices for secure multi-party communication.

[0025] FIGS. 7a and 7b are diagrams illustrating protocols
for modes of operation in secure multi-party communication
between user devices.

[0026]

FIG. 8 is a ?owchart illustrating a generaliZed tech

nique for key distribution including QKD between a trusted
authority and one or more user devices for secure multi-party

communication.
[0027] FIG. 9 is a ?owchart illustrating a generaliZed tech
nique for secure multi-party communication between user
devices.
[0028] FIGS. 10a and 10b are diagrams illustrating features
of an example Merkle hash tree.
[0029] FIG. 11 is a diagram illustrating a protocol for gen

erating digital signature keys and exchanging veri?cation
information for the digital signature keys, for use in secure

multi-party communication with QKD.
[0030] FIGS. 12a and 12b are diagrams illustrating a pro
tocol for asserting and verifying identity or certi?cation as
part of secure multi-party communication with QKD.
[0031] FIGS. 13-16 are ?owcharts illustrating generaliZed

techniques for establishing digital signature information,
asserting identity or certi?cation, verifying identity or certi
?cation, and verifying credentials, respectively, in an envi
ronment with multiple user devices and a system that imple
ments a trusted authority, which manages QKD in the
environment.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0032] Innovations

for

quantum key management

(“QKM”) are described herein. The QKM innovations har

keys, and veri?cation of users’ signatures.
[0034] In the example implementations, various features of
the system are computationally lightweight and relatively
fast, and can be implemented in hardware relatively e?i
ciently, when compared to current methods based on asym

metric key cryptography. This makes the QKM innovations
especially suitable for use in devices with constrained
resources such as handheld devices and in smart grid appli
cations.

[0035] In the example implementations, the QKM innova
tions are scalable, relatively simple to deploy and manage,
and compatible with the certi?cate authority infrastructure of
current PKI architectures (such as ANSI X509). The QKM
innovations include ways to replenish one-time digital signa

ture keys (and accompanying signature veri?cation keys)
securely, which is a feature that is missing from many current
PKI approaches. The QKM innovations can scale to a large
number of user devices that interoperate with a trusted author
ity for QKD, which also acts as certi?cate authority for PKI

purposes. In example implementations, the QKM innova
tions can be implemented in a hierarchical manner, allowing
disjoint domains or communities of interest to be bridged

through an intermediary trusted authority. Compatibility with
existing certi?cate authority infrastructure reduces the costs

of deploying and managing the QKM innovations.
[0036] The QKM innovations can be used in various appli
cations that involve secure communications, including com

mercial sales, banking, conferencing and military systems.
The QKM innovations can be used to secure enterprise net
works or industrial control systems, provide consumer ser
vices in secure ways, or provide access control and identi?

cation token.
[0037] For the sake of presentation, in some places, the
term “trusted authority” is used as shorthand for a computing

system that implements the role of trusted authority, and the
term “user” is used to indicate a computing system associated
with a user. Unless the context clearly indicates otherwise,

operations described herein are implemented with and per

formed by computing systems. For example, description of
transmission of information to a trusted authority or user,

determination of a value, and receipt of information from a
trusted authority or user generally indicate operations with a

computing system associated with the trusted authority or
user. On the other hand, description of user input or biometric
input to a user device implies a human user providing such

ness QC to form a cryptography system within a PKI frame

input.

work. Security of the system is rooted in fundamental physics

[0038] In addition, the terms “system” and “device” are
used interchangeably herein. Unless the context clearly indi

principles. In example implementations, the QKM innova
tions combine QKD and a quantum identi?cation protocol
(“QIP”) with a Merkle signature scheme (using WintemitZ

and a QIP with a hash-based signature scheme. This provides
a secure way to identify, authenticate, verify, and exchange

cates otherwise, neither term implies any limitation on a type
of computing system or computing device. In general, a com
puting system or computing device canbe local or distributed,
and can include any combination of special-purpose hard
ware and/or general-purpose computer hardware with soft
ware implementing the functionality described herein. The
term “user device” generally indicates a computing system

secret cryptographic keys.

associated with a user.

[0033]

[0039] Various alternatives to the implementations
described herein are possible. Certain techniques described
with reference to ?owchart diagrams can be altered by chang

one-time digital signatures or other one-time digital signa
tures, and Merkle hash trees) to constitute a cryptography

system. More generally, the QKM innovations combine QKD

Inparticular, the QKM innovations can be used in an

environment in which users can perform QC with a trusted

authority, but not with each other, to establish secret keys for
securing user-to-user communications. The QKM innova

tions introduce a non-repudiation capability, using digital
signatures. The trusted authority provides the usual certi?cate

ing the ordering of stages shown in the ?owcharts, by split
ting, repeating or omitting certain stages, etc. Different
aspects of the QKM described herein can be used in combi
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nation or separately. Different embodiments implement one
or more of the described techniques and tools. Some of the

for later use in verifying messages from the trusted authority.
The QC card (102) can generate its oWn one-time digital

techniques and tools described herein address one or more of

signature keys and veri?cation information for its digital sig

the problems noted in the background. Typically, a given
technique/tool does not solve all such problems.

nature keys. The QC card (102) transmits such veri?cation

I. Example Operating Environments.
[0040] FIG. 1 shoWs an example operating environment
(100) in Which various user devices acquire keys through
QKD With a trusted authority (101). The user devices include
a QC card (102) that couples With a base station (103), a
mobile phone (107) that has a QC card, a satellite (108), and
several computers (106) connected to a conventional QC
transmitter (105). A user device can be for an individual user
or for a business, ?nancial institution or government institu
tion as user.

[0041] A computing system implements the trusted author
ity (101). The trusted authority (101) authenticates a user,
produces quantum keys in communication With a user device

(or conventional QC transmitter (105)), and stores the quan
tum keys. At some point, the trusted authority (101) performs
QKD With different devices, and the trusted authority (101)
stores quantum keys produced in the different QKD sessions.
Thus, With reference to conventional roles for certain crypto

graphic protocols, the trusted authority (101) can generally
act as a key distribution center (by generating/distributing

information to the trusted authority (101), for later use in
verifying messages from the user of the QC card (102).

[0045] The QC card (102) then performs QKD With the
trusted authority (101) and stores the resulting quantum keys
in secure memory on the QC card (102). In FIG. 1, the base
station (103) is connected to the trusted authority (101) over
installed ?ber (104). The installed ?ber (104) is used as a

quantum channel for point-to-point QKD betWeen the QC
card (102) and trusted authority (101), for example, for trans
mission of photons encoded With quantum state information.
The point-to-point QKD can happen over a single optical
span or multiple spans in a ?ber netWork Whose topology

supports QKD. For example, the topology includes interme
diate routers betWeen the QC card and trusted authority, but
the routers preserve quantum state information. In FIG. 1, the
installed ?ber (104) is also used as a public channel to

exchange non-quantum information betWeen the QC card
(102) and trusted authority (101), for example, authentication
information, non-quantum information about measuring
bases, recording basis in the QKD, and/or non-secret key
information from the trusted authority (101). Alternatively,
the QC card (102) and trusted authority (101) communicate

quantum keys to user devices) and key translation center (by
maintaining a database of quantum keys and other informa
tion used for QKD, and responding to requests for such infor

non-quantum information over another type of netWork
media (e.g., copper, RF) or free space (optical), or over a ?ber

mation). Using quantum keys and other information provided

[0046] In one use scenario, a business purchases QC cards
(102) for its employees and purchases one or more base

netWork having another netWork topology.

by the trusted authority (101), a given user device can
securely communicate With other user devices that have

stations (103) located at its facilities. An employee periodi

quantum keys from QKD With the trusted authority (101).

cally plugs his or her QC card (102) into a base station to load
up on quantum keys. The QC card (102) can also receive

[0042] The QC card (102) contains a miniaturized QC
transmitter. The QC card (102) couples With a base station
(103), Which provides a netWork connection With the trusted
authority (101) and can provide electric poWer to the QC card

veri?cation information for digital signature keys, or generate
digital signature keys and veri?cation information. The

(102). Example implementations for a base station (103), QC
card (102), and trusted authority adapted for QKD With a QC

at a remote site.

employee can then use the quantum keys for activities such as
purchasing over the Internet, authentication or access control

card (102) are detailed in Us. patent application Ser. No.

[0047]

12/895 ,3 67, ?led Sep. 30, 2010, Whose international counter
part application PCT/US201 1/054061 has been published as

Well as conventional mobile phone components. The mobile

WO 2012/ 044852. Whereas conventional QKD solutions
have tended to be expensive and dif?cult to deploy, example

implementations of the QC card (102) and base station (103)
are relatively inexpensive. A QC card (102) is easily carried,
and quantum keys generated With QKD facilitate security that
is stronger than that provided With conventional non-quantum
key distribution.
[0043] To generate quantum keys, a user inserts the QC
card (102) into the base station (103). Typically, as a pre

condition for QKD, the trusted authority (101) authenticates
the user. For example, the QC card (102) accepts a ?ngerprint
scan and personal identi?cation number (“PIN”) from the
user, encrypts the PIN and ?ngerprint scan data, and transmits
the encrypted material to the trusted authority (101) for com

parison against information previously provided to the trusted

The mobile phone (107) includes a QC card (102) as

phone (107) couples With a base station (103) that is adapted
to connect to the mobile phone (107) and provides a netWork
connection to the trusted authority (101). The mobile phone’ s
base station (103) can also provide electric poWer and a data
connection for synchronization of information on the mobile

phone (107). The mobile phone (107) stores quantum keys
produced by the QC card (102) and trusted authority (101).
The mobile phone (107) can also generate digital signature

keys (and corresponding veri?cation information), and
receive and store veri?cation information from the trusted

authority (101). Example implementations for a mobile
phone (107) that includes a QC card are described beloW.
[0048] As shoWn in FIG. 1, the trusted authority (101) can
also produce quantum keys for devices other than a QC card

(102), and generate digital signature keys (and veri?cation
information) for such other devices. For example, the trusted

authority (101). Alternatively, the QC card (102) accepts

authority (101) performs QKD to distribute quantum keys to

other biometric information and/ or other information that

a loW-orbit satellite (108) using equipment for QC transmis
sion and reception through free space. Or, the trusted author
ity (101) performs QKD With a conventional QC transmitter

identi?es the user.

[0044]

At this time, the trusted authority (101) can generate

one-time digital signature keys as Well as veri?cation infor

(105), Which directly conveys the quantum keys produced by

mation for the digital signature keys. The trusted authority

QKD to a locally connected computer (106) at a secure facil

transmits the veri?cation information to the QC card (102),

ity. The conventional QC transmitter (105) can connect to the

